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DATRI is India's Largest Blood stem cell donor registry, which is a Not-for-Profit 

organization that was founded in 2009, working towards creating a wide and diverse database of 

potential Blood Stem Cell Donors that can be accessed by any patient, living anywhere in the 

world, in need of a Blood Stem Cell Transplant. DATRI is registered with Government of India 

as a Section 8 organization and all monetary contributions towards DATRI are subject to 80G 

exemptions. In India, there are on an average 40 adults, diagnosed with fatal blood disorders 

every day and about 10,000 children are born with Thalassemia every year. For such patients 

with fatal blood disorders, only possible treatment option is Blood Stem Cell Transplant from 

matched donors. Like a blood group match is required for Blood Donation, an HLA Match is 

required for Blood Stem Cell Donation. The probability of finding a matched blood stem cell 

donor is 1 in 10,000 to 1 in 2 million.  

 

A patient is more likely to find a possible match within his/her race/ethnicity, (i.e.) with people 

sharing the same cultural linguistic, biological traits etc. Only over 5 Lakh Indians registered as 

Potential Blood Stem Cell Donors, which make it difficult for many unfortunate patients to find 

that lifesaving match.  

 

DATRI creating awareness among the public and adding more donors from India that will helps 

many patients get a second chance at life by finding their life saving donor match. DATRI has 

registered 5 Lakh potential donors and has facilitated 1055 Blood Stem Cell Donations across 

India.    

 

DATRI - Blood Stem Cell Donors Registry Campaign was organized by RRC -SVCE on 

07.02.2024 in our college. More than 230 students have participated and undergone swab tests. 

The participation & contribution of SVCE towards the campaign was very much appreciated. 

"DATRI - STEM CELL DONORS REGISTRY" awarded appreciation certificate to SVCE. 

 

 



 

 

 

 


